
WRITING AN ADVERTORIAL

Demian Farnworth provides the basic steps for writing advertorials that work -- in other words, *sell*.

If you're selling a tool, write about 10 simple Do-It-Yourself projects that anyone can handle. Support your
bold claims Your story will front as a claim. Instead, advertorials seek to resemble the pages of the publication
in which they're appearing and are intended to be an interesting read, divulging a myriad of information about
the product or service. Readers don't want to read an advertisement, they want to read something interesting.
More research equals more time. It might be one-page long or six. An advertorial headline from still captivates
the ad community. She will want to buy your product or to hire you. You are not trying to win at Sundance or
Cannes. What is the turnaround time? Thus, an advertorial combines the skills of a copywriter and article
writer to sell a product or service in story form. You will be able to clearly figure out if their publication is for
stay-at-home moms, techy-folks, artists, business owners, parents, etc. Primary Sidebar. No hard sales pitch
here, but the intended soft lead charms and beguiles. Are you aiming to drive people to a try it for a trial
period or to buy it out right? Here are benefits and features defined: Benefits â€” A benefit is something of
value or usefulness. Want us to write an advertorial for you? You know you will need at least hours of
research. And what one emotion do you want to bring out in that ideal reader? The same goes for advertorials.
And to do that, you make people LIKE your article. Tell me about them in a comment! Is it very specific to a
company or is it a product? You can create an amazingly well-written advertorial that brings the reader from
the headline through to the last paragraph. If you get all this right and have a proven track record of producing
high-quality advertorials, some smaller publications might even offer you cheap or free space in exchange for
valuable content. Selling language and hard-hitting pitches are not interesting. Article Table of Contents Skip
to section Expand. Look at advertorials through the decades. If you have carte blanche, charging slightly less
to have creative freedom is reasonable. More time should mean more money.


